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ABSTRACT
Tandem repeats occur frequently in eukaryotic and prokaryotic
genomic sequences. They are associated with several inherited
human diseases, DNA fingerprinting, evolution and regulatory
processes. In spite of their importance, detection of tandem repeats
is still not resolved in the sense that the current existing detection
tools do not give the same results for a given input sequence.
This is mainly due to the differences in the methods adopted by
the search algorithms and the different parameter settings needed
when they are executed. This paper proposes an efficient method
to identify all exact and approximate tandem repeats within a given
DNA sequence and also identifies the presence of any changes
brought about by mutation. The method first identifies all potential
tandem repeats by clustering using K-means method, followed by
biclustering to filter out the actual repeats along with the position
of occurrance of approximate tandem repeats. The results obtained
by this method are consistent with that of existing methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Repeats in DNA sequences consist of short sequences or patterns
that recur. These recurrences can be either interspersed or tandem.
Interspersed repeats are long, less frequent and far apart whereas
tandem repeats are consecutive occurrences of a pattern that are ad-
jacent to each other. These repeated patterns are either exact copies
or there may be insertion or deletion or substitution of a base, due
to mutations. Accordingly there are exact and approximate tandem
repeats. Repeated sequences make up more than 50% of the human
genome [1].

Tandem repeats are further classified into microsatellites, minisatel-
lites and satellite DNA [2] based on the period of the repeat. Re-
peats consisting of less than 1 to 6 nucleotides are referred to as

microsatellites. These are more frequently found and are mostly ex-
act repeats. Minisatellites are those that have a period size greater
than 6 nucleotides and satellite DNA have greater than 100 nu-
cleotides. It is observed that minisatellites and satellite DNA are
mostly approximate repeats. Tandem repeats are involved in vari-
ous regulatory mechanisms like protein binding [3], they affect the
chromatin structure and are also involved in heat-shock inducible
expression mechanism [4]. Tandem repeats are related to many hu-
man diseases caused by genetic disorders such as Huntingtons dis-
ease [5], fragile-X mental retardation [6], myotonic dystrophy [7],
spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy [8] and Friedreichs ataxia [9].
These repeats also help in determining the parentage and individ-
ual inheritance traits [10]. Certain changes in the frequency of these
repeats can cause cancer [11].

Detection of tandem repeats is very important but there are few
methods that do this efficiently. Imperfect conservation of patterns
and the complex structure makes it difficult to identify tandem re-
peats. Moreover the output obtained for a given input varies from
method to method. Most tandem repeat detectors produce differ-
ent, often nonoverlapping inferences, reflecting characteristics of
the underlying algorithms rather than the true distribution of Tan-
dem Repeats (TRs) in genomic sequences [12].

The proposed method uses K-means algorithm [13,14] for detect-
ing potential tandem repeats and biclustering is used to identify
exact and approximate tandem repeats. Clustering groups a given
set of patterns into disjoint clusters, such that the patterns within a
group are more similar to each other than the patterns in different
groups. Euclidean distance is used to find distance between data
points and centroids.

The biclustering method was introduced by Cheng and Church [15]
and is based on mean squared residue score. Biclustering finds sub-
groups of rows and columns which are as similar as possible to each
other and as different as possible to the rest [16].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews various tan-
dem repeat identification methods, section 3 describes the proposed
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method, section 4 specifies implementation details and the results,
which is followed by conclusion in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
The different approaches to tandem repeat identification can be
broadly classified as combinatorial approach or statistic or heuris-
tic approach. Combinatorial methods employ exhaustive search-
ing techniques to identify subsequences which are then compared
with adjacent subsequences to identify tandem repeats. Statistic
or heuristic methods uses small windows to detect possible re-
peats and then uses them to search for longer tandem repeats.
Once tandem repeats are detected they are filtered so that biologi-
cally significant repeats are extracted. TRF[17], Mreps[20], Sput-
nik[25], STAR[26], RepeatMasker[23], BWtrs[19], Treks[22] and
MCMC[21] are a few tools that are popularly used to detect tan-
dem repeats. Tandem repeat finder (TRF) adopts the statistic based
approach and models tandem repeats as percent identity and fre-
quency of indels between adjacent pattern copies, uses statistically
based recognition criteria[17]. TRF reports a higher number of
overlapping repeats (35.1%) since it allows up to three overlapping
repeats to be reported [18].

BWtrs, based on Burrows-Wheeler Transform, searches for the
exact occurrences of tandem repetitions in DNA sequences [19].
Mreps uses the Hamming distance model to find all approximate
tandem arrays, redundancies are then eliminated and statistically
insignificant repeats are filtered out [20]. Mreps has no limitation
on the size of the repeated pattern, the major drawback is that it can
handle only repeats with mismatches and not indels. Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a full probabilistic model which uses the
sequence motif model to detect the enriched dispersed pattern in
multiple sequences [21]. T-REKS, designed for protein sequences,
used for ab initio identification of tandem repeats, clusters lengths
between identical short strings by using K-means algorithm[22].
RepeatMasker is based on a local alignment strategy and uses a
list of pre-selected common motifs, stored in a reference database
called RepBase, to scan a query for these sequences. Even though
this is highly suitable for selective motif searches, it is not an effec-
tive substitute for more comprehensive search [23,24].

There is a need for a method to identify exact and approximate
tandem repeats accurately, where mismatches and indels are ac-
commodated. The proposed method is able to identify all tandem
repeats and in case of approximate tandem repeats the amount of
similarity can be chosen based on the requirement so that appropri-
ate filtering can be done.

3. METHOD
This section describes the proposed method which is a heuristic
based approach. Let S be a DNA sequence of length n over the
alphabet

∑
= {A,C,G, T} and p be a substring of finite length

in S. A perfect or exact tandem repeat T consists of a concatenation
of two or more identical copies of p. The length of p is referred to as
the period and the number of copies of p that is concatenated is the
exponent. In the tandem repeat ACGACGACGACGACGAC, p is
ACG, its period is 3 and the exponent is 17/3=5.6. The approximate
tandem repeat, ACGAGGACGTACGAGAC has 5.6 inexact copies
of the substring ACG, with a total of three mismatches at positions,
5 where G is substituted in place of C, 10 where a T is inserted and
15 where C has been deleted. If the substring p consists of only one
symbol drawn from

∑
then we have a homo repeat. The substring

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA consists of A concatenated 14 times, thus

this is a homo repeat of length 14, p is A and period is 1. Our goal
is to identify all exact and approximate tandem repeats with at most
k mismatches, where k is a predetermined threshold.

The proposed method is similar to [22] in that it first filters out all
homo repeats, chooses short strings SS, finds the distance between
two identical SS and uses K-means algorithm for the initial iden-
tification of potential tandem repeats. The method is based on the
notion that the distance between the repeats of a given symbol in a
tandem repeat region gives the period of that tandem repeat.

Initially strings of 4 symbols are chosen from the given DNA se-
quence as SS and compared with the sequence. When a match is
found the distance between these two substrings is taken as the
short string length (SL). This procedure continues until all SLs of
that SS are detected, this yields a set of all short string lengths (SSL)
of that SS. Each SL can be a candidate for a tandem repeat. The SSL
is now divided into K clusters using K-means clustering. From each
cluster the substrings whose lengths are equal or close to the most
frequent short string length of a given cluster are selected as these
are potential tandem repeats. In case the cluster has several SLs that
occur the same number of times, the shortest length is chosen. The
SLs so chosen are referred to as FSL. The short strings selected
in this manner are potential tandem repeats. Biclustering of these
short strings will identify actual tandem repeats.

A data matrix is constructed from the substrings obtained after K-
means clustering. Each aij of the data matrix is the ratio of the
number of occurrence of a symbol in a given position within all
repeats to the total number of repeats of a given FSL, Fig-1 shows
the construction of data matrix. The Cheng and Church biclustering
algorithm [15] is then applied on this data matrix to filter out the
actual tandem repeats.

Fig-1 – Potential tandem repeats and the data matrix constructed
from it.

A bicluster is a subset of rows and a subset of columns with high
similarity. The similarity score or the mean squared residue (H) is
used to measure the coherence of the rows and columns in a single
bicluster. Given the data matrix A = (X;Y); a bicluster is defined as
a uniform submatrix (I;J) having a low mean squared residue score.
The mean squared residue score which checks against threshold
value (δ) specified by the user is given as

H(I, J) = 1
|I||J |

∑
i∈Ij∈J(aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2

Where

aij is an element of the data matrix representing the probability of
occurrence of a given base at a given position in the ith potential
tandem repeat,

aiJ is the mean of row i, given by the equation

aiJ = 1
|J |

∑
j∈J aij ,

aIj is the mean of column j which is given by the equation
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aIj = 1
|I|

∑
i∈I aij and

aIJ is the overall mean and is derived as

aIJ = 1
|I||J |

∑
i∈Ij∈J aij = 1

|I|

∑
i∈I aiJ = 1

|J |

∑
j∈J aIj

When the value of H(I,J) is greater than the threshold, deletion
takes place and if value is lesser than threshold a bicluster is found.
Its a greedy method. Initially the bicluster contains all rows and
columns. At each iteration, the values of aIj , aiJ , aIJ and H(I,J)
are computed for reuse and a row or column that gives the maxi-
mum decrease of H is deleted. This process terminates when there
is no further decrease in H. Now this bicluster is masked and the
process continues. Each bicluster so identified corresponds to a tan-
dem repeat.

Algorithm TR(S)

(1) Filter out homo repeats
(2) Repeat
(3) Choose the short string (SS ≥ 4) and determine the various

short string lengths(SSL). If an SL corresponds to a tandem
repeat already detected then discard that SL.

(4) Choose K the number of clusters.
(5) Kmeans(K, SSL)
(6) For each cluster k ← 1 to K do

(a) Bicluster(k)
(b) Identify tandem repeat.
(c) Mask this bicluster and continue to step 6.a

(7) Until there are no short strings available.

Algorithm Kmeans(K, SSL)

(1) Select K SLs at random as initial cluster centroids.
(2) Repeat

(a) For each SL ε SSL
i. Find distance from SL to each centroid
ii. Assign SL to the nearest cluster

(b) End for
(c) Re-compute the cluster centroid by taking the mean of the

elements of each cluster
(3) Until convergence

Algorithm Bicluster(k)

(1) For each FSL in the cluster extract the corresponding substring
from the sequence and construct the data matrix for the cluster
k.

(2) If no possible rows or no change in the data matrix then exit.
(3) Obtain α ≥ 1, a parameter for multiple node deletion and δ ≥

0, the maximum acceptable mean square residue score.
(4) Compute aiJ for all i ∈ I, aIj for all j ∈ J , aIJ and H(I, J).
(5) WhileH(I, J) > δ do

(a) Remove the rows i∈ I with
1
|J |

∑
j∈J (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2 > α H(I,J)

(b) Recompute aIj ,aIJ and H(I,J).
(c) Remove the columns j ∈ J with

1
|I|

∑
i∈I (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2 > α H(I,J)

(d) If no rows or columns have been removed then switch to
single node deletion.

Algorithm Single-node deletion

(1) Find r the row i ∈ I with the largest

d(i) = 1
|J |

∑
j∈J (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2

(2) Find c the column j ∈ J with the largest

d(j) = 1
|I|

∑
i∈I (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2

(3) If d(r) > d(c) then remove r from I else remove c from J

(4) Compute aij ∀ i, aIj ∀ j, aIJ and H (I,J)

(5) Add the columns j /∈ J with
1
|I|

∑
i∈I (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2 ≤ H(I, J)

(6) Recompute aiJ , aIJ and H(I,J)

(7) Add the rows i /∈ I with
1
|J |

∑
j∈J (aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2 ≤ H(I, J)

(8) For each row i /∈ I add its inverse if
1
|J |

∑
j∈J (−aij + aiJ − aIj + aIJ)

2 ≤ H(I, J)

(9) If I and J have not changed then return this bicluster .

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The method was tested on data sets in FASTA format. K-means
clustering of the DNA sequence created several clusters and the ba-
sic pattern of these clusters so formed are compared. Experimental
results show that as the length of DNA sequence increases the prob-
ability of occurrence of tandem repeats also increases. It is seen that
the results obtained by the method is more accurate if the number
of clusters are increased when the length of the DNA sequence in-
creases. It was observed that a value of 10 for K was good enough
for short sequences, while for long sequences a value of 20 gave
optimum results. Fixing the value of K as 20 is ideal in cases where
varying K may become cumbersome.

Table-1 – Comparison of proposed method with TReks.

Once the clusters are formed, biclustering filters out the actual tan-
dem repeats. While biclustering the value of δ is assumed to be 100
as it is a termination condition and the value of H(I,J) is observed
to be above 100 normally for the substrings being biclustered. The
amount of similarity required between the substrings that form a
tandem repeat is decided by the parameter α. By varying α from 1
to 5 we can obtain tandem repeats with different similarity levels,
where the similarity between substrings decreases with increase in
α. It is observed that the tandem repeats obtained are very dissim-
ilar (false positives) when the value of α is above 5. Also values
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of α ≤ 4 ensured detection of true tandem repeats with potential
biological meaning, hence the default setting of α is taken as 4.

The method was tested for several DNA test data like HUMHBB31,
HUMDYSTROP, etc.. The number of tandem repeats detected by
the proposed method for these benchmark sequences was found
to be at par with TReks. Table-1 shows the comparison of perfor-
mance of the two methods. Both the methods filter overlapping re-
peats. The output obtained for HUMDYSTROP is given in Fig-2.

5. CONCLUSION
The method successfully identified all approximate and exact
tandem repeats of different lengths. An advantage of the method is
that it is able to identify the position of occurrence of the repeat.
Forming a consensus sequence will give additional information
regarding the presence of any edit operations brought about by
mutations along with the position and type of edit operation
involved. This data can be useful for studies on diseases caused by
mutations, finding phylogenetic relations, compression, etc,.

Fig 2 – Output obtained for HUMDYSTROP
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